Camp Nazareth Welcomes Campers!

Sunday July 26, Camp Nazareth welcomed week 2 of diocesan campers from Johnstown, Binghamton and Chicago. Registration opened at 4 PM and went very smooth. As registration was going on, campers took to the sidewalks and the lawn to greet their friends with hugs and smiles. It was easy to feel the change in the air of campers falling back into the lifestyle of Camp.

As the day went on, campers enjoyed bagged dinners, courtesy of the CN Kitchen Staff! After dinner, staff introductions took place, followed by selecting teams for this years sporting activity, “Seuss Soccer.” After teams were selected, campers took to the big field to watch the staff play the game. This is to make the game easier to learn and easier to understand.

After the sports demo, campers made their way to the church for evening prayers and cabin blessings. The singing was beautiful, and the prayers were powerful. Very well done, campers! Your singing and praying is as beautiful as ever!

While Sunday was an exciting day, both campers and staff have expressed excitement for the coming week. The CN staff pray the campers have an incredible week of faith enrichment, spiritual growth, fun and fellowship!

OLDERS
- The Wockets
- The Daisy-Heads
- The Things
- The Fuddnuddlers

YOUNGERS
- The Whos
- The Sneetches
- The Lorax
- The Truffulas

Seuss Soccer Scores & Pics

Today you are you, that is truer than true. There is NO ONE ALIVE who is youer than YOU!

Quick News @ CN

Campers arrive at Camp!
Campers greet friends!
Campers strike a sweet pose!
Fr Jonathan and kids arrive at Camp!